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The evidence pertaining to John Wesley 's ministry to the poor in eighteenthcentury Britain and Ireland is considerable. Indeed, reforming activities, of one
form or other, were a part of the life of Methodism during its early days at
Oxford, as well as the preoccupation of the seasoned Wesley .1 Field preaching in
the midst of coalminers , providing employment for the indigent, establishing
lending stocks for the poor, and creating charity schools for the ignorant were a
few of the many works of mercy undertaken by Wesley and the Methodists.
In the face of such evidence, the preliminary task of the historian must be to
develop an appropriate hermeneutical framework which is best able to make sense
not only of this rich diversity of activity, but which is also able to demonstrate the
overarching motivation and purpose behind it. In a real sense, to address the theme
of "Good News to the Poor " exclusively or almost exclusively along economic lines,
as is often done today, is to make a judgment about the nature of Wesley's ministry
to the poor which may belie not only its scope, but also its eighteenth-century context. 2 Two problems typically emerge from this approach : First, a predominantly
economic reading of the "good news" to the poor often leaves the larger soteriological and valuational context of Wesley's ministry underdeveloped . In this setting
such teleological questions as "Why did Wesley do what he did? " and "To what
end did he do it? " are shunted aside in favor of the descriptive question "What did
Wesley do?" Such an approach, then, often issues in a "flat" or "horizontal " reading
of Wesley's reforming activity since it brackets out, to a significant degree, the
depths of his specifically spiritual motivation .
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Second, an overly economic reading, informed by contemporary political judgments, runs the risk of defining good and evil principally along economic or class
lines where the sins of the oppressor, but not those of the oppressed, are clearly recognized.3 Here the non-poor are not really a part of the environment where the
redemptive activity of God takes place, though their continued presence is undoubtedly required if only to give added value, by way of contrast, to the poor. Indeed, the
value-laden language of "preferential options" and the like, which have become a part
of the rhetoric of liberation theology today, reveal the proper inclusions as well as
exclusions-though
in a way perhaps foreign to Wesley's own ethic.
In light of these two considerations, this present work will demonstrate that the
soteriological orientation of Wesley's ministry to the poor is able to unite his multifarious reforms in terms of motivation, valuation, and purpose. To be sure, soteriology
as a hermeneutical framework will not only be able to embrace the themes of economic justice-as in other approaches-but
it will develop and evaluate such themes
as part of a larger, more inclusive, whole. 4 Here all people, poor and non-poor, will be
a part of the soteriological environment, though each group will undoubtedly play a
different role. More importantly, here the love and worship of God, hardly a concern
of modern economic theory, will be factored into the equation.
I. IMPEDIMENTSTO MINISTRY:RICHES, IDOLATRY,AND LOVE OF THE WORLD
One of the difficulties of a work like E.P. Thompson's The Making of the English
Working Class is its failure to realize sufficiently that not only were Wesley's economic categories, for the most part, medieval,5 but that they were also, more importantly,
soteriologically and ecclesiastically construed. For example, Wesley's definition of
riches as "anything more than will procure the conveniences of life," 6 as found in his
sermon, "The Wisdom of God's Counsels" or his claim of ten repeated in his sermons
that "one [who] has food and raiment sufficient for himself and his family, and something over, is rich," 7 are judgments hardly reflected in any reputable economic theory,
past or present. It is therefore all the more disturbing when contemporary Methodist
interpreters of Wesley's economics ignore the ecclesiastical context of this definition
and thereby render the transitions from church to state and from the eighteenth century to the twentieth that much easier, but also that much more dubious.
One of the clues, however, to Wesley's assessment of riches is found in his departure from the much-touted equation rich equals evil, an equation which has numerous
modern variations. For although the Methodist leader's criticism of the rich was extensive, it was by no means total. To be sure, the preceding equation is undermined and
its continuity broken in several places in Wesley's writings . For example, in his journal
of 17 November 1759, Wesley notes, "It is well a few of the rich and noble are called."
And he adds undoubtedly with hope and expectation, "Oh that God would increase
their number! "8 Second, in his piece, "The General Spread of the Gospel," produced in
1783, the Methodist evangelist exclaims: "Before the end even the rich shall enter into
the kingdom of God. "9 Moreover, just a few years before his death, Wesley opined that
"it is no more sinful to be rich than to be poor." But he immediately added, clarifying
his meaning: "But it is dangerous beyond expression." 10
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What the preceding material from Wesley's writings suggests, then, is that the rich
are neither evil by definition, nor do they constitute evil's irreducible core. In other
words, the dividing line between good and evil does not by necessity run along economic lines, although it often does. Interestingly, Wesley held both of these ideas
together, and in tension, and thereby preserved the basis for an even more radical
assessment of human evil, one which moved beneath the realm of economics in order
to probe the very depths of human desire and will, a substratum which, for Wesley at
least, lay behind sinful social structures.
In substantiation of the foregoing claim, it should be noted that Wesley underscored the danger of riches, interestingly enough, not only by an appeal to economic
considerations, but also by an appeal to the rhetoric of the heart. He did this in two
key ways: First, riches were deemed exceedingly dangerous in that they strike at the
very root of the personality and often displace the love of God with the love of the
world. Indeed, riches as a temptation to idolatry, as a detraction from the glory of
God, is a recurring theme in the sermon corpus.
Beyond this, Wesley stressed the danger of riches by means of a distinctive
"Platonic" vocabulary-a vocabulary which reveals some of the more important value
judgments made by this eighteenth-century leader. To illustrate, in this particular
idiom believers are cautioned against setting their affections on "transient
objects ...things that fly as a shadow, that pass away like as a dream." 11 Wesley elaborates in his sermon "Walking by Sight and Walking by Faith," produced in 1788:
I ask in the name of God by what standard do you judge of the value of things? By
the visible or the invisible world? Bring the matter to an issue in a single instance:
which do you judge best, that your son should be a pious cobbler or a profane lord. 12
In fact, the members of the Methodist societies were enjoined repeatedly to lay up
their treasures not on the earth but in heaven; to set their hearts not on penultimate
things, but on that which is ultimate. "He who is a child of God can truly say,"
Wesley exclaims: "All my riches are above! All my treasure is thy love." 13 The first
danger of riches, then, is that it strikes at the very heart of true religion: it magnifies
the visible and discounts the invisible; it displaces, in other words, the love of God,
and all holy affections, with the love of the world. 14
Second, the danger of riches consists in their being a great hindrance to the love of
neighbor. In other words, with the love of God despoiled, with the affections of the
heart now turned towards temporal things and self will, it is impossible to love the
neighbor as one ought. "A rich man may indeed love them that are of his own party,
or his own opinion," Wesley observes, "but he cannot have pure, disinterested goodwill to every child of man. This can only spring from the love of God, which his great
possessions expelled from his soul. " 15 Again, riches intensify self-absorption and
therefore beget and nourish "every temper that is contrary ... to the love of neighbor," 10
such tempers as contempt, resentment, revenge, anger, fretfulness, and peevishness. 11
In considering the case of Methodism in particular, as a reflection of the universal
Church, Wesley revealed the corrosive effect of riches in three movements. First, any
revival of religion, like the evangelical revival of the eighteenth century, "must neces-
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sarily produce both industry and frugality. " 18 That is, disciplined Christians will not
only work assiduously, taking care to use wisely their talents and graces, but they will
also cut off all needless expense. Second, these very characteristics, the fruit of vital
religion, "cannot but produce riches. " 19 Third, as riches increase, "so will pride, anger,
and love of the world in all its branches," the very things which will vitiate the love of
God and neighbor and thereby destroy vital religion. The movement has now come
full circle.
II. STEWARDSHIPAND THE PROMISEOF MINISTRY:
THE LOVE OF GOD AND NEIGHBOR
One solution to the problem of undermining vital Christianity through riches is to
maintain, as Theodore Jennings does, that the economic counsel of John Wesley as
expressed in his well-known sermon, "The Use of Money" is seriously flawed and,
therefore, must be rejected-at least in part.
To illustrate, Jennings, no doubt influenced by Marxist economic analysis , is
apparently unwilling to grant Wesley the first two movements of his economic triad:
namely, the advice to "gain all you can," and "save all you can. "20 Accordingly, for the
phrase "gain all you can" Jennings substitutes something like "gain all you need." In
other words, people should be allowed to earn no more than what they require for
their basic human needs, regardless of the amount or difficulty of the work done. But
observe that in his "Use of Money," Wesley does not restrict the gaining of money in
terms of human need; instead, he maintains that a person's needs determine how
much should be given to the poor. That is, to inhibit the gaining of money in a preemptive fashion may , in turn, restrict the amount of money available for ministry to
the poor. In fact, what constraints Wesley does, after all, place on the rightful earning
of money are in terms of such things as the health of laborers (they must neither hurt
their bodies nor minds), and the well being of their neighbors (they must not hurt
their neighbors in their bodies or their souls). Beyond this, Jennings is equally critical
of Wesley 's second counsel to "save all you can," since Wesley substantiates its value
not by a specific appeal to the needs of the poor, but by an appeal to avoiding the
"self-indulgence that leads to sin. "2 1
The problem with Jennings ' analysis, and others like it, is its failure to appreciate a
truth readily acknowledged by Wesley, namely, that vital religion necessarily produces
both industry (gain all you can) and thrift (save all you can), a point alluded to earlier. "For wherever true Christianity spreads," Wesley affirms, "it must cause diligence
and frugality .... "22 In a similar fashion, Wesley admonishes the Methodists in his "Use
of Money ": "No more sloth! Whatsoever your hand findeth to do, do it with your
might. " And again: "No more waste! Cut off every expense which fashion, caprice , or
flesh and blood demand ."23 Therefore, the prohibition or stifling of industry, the frustration or elimination of thrift by well-meaning social policy or by law may have , in
the end , some unintended but nonetheless serious ramifications.
Fortunately , the solution which Wesley himself offered to the continuing problem
of undermining Christianity through wealth was to add to the first two counsels a
third , namely , "Give all you can." H Although this normative statement, this guide to
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behavior, is well known in Methodist circles, what has not been fully appreciated is
the complex motivation which lay behind it. For example, in exhorting his own
Methodist societies, Wesley actually made three distinct kinds of appeal by means of
this prescription . First, and perhaps most important of all, he noted that believers
should give all they can because it is the Lord who is the Creator and rightful
Governor of the world. In other words, for Wesley, God is the true owner of all
things; believers, therefore, are merely stewards of this bounty .
Second, for Wesley, the love of God through the discipline of stewardship must
issue in the love of neighbor. Put another way, God has placed in the hands of those
who have the necessities of life and something left over-Wesley's definition of richthe wherewithal to minister to the poor. Therefore, the "rich" are to be the conduits,
the channels, of the blessings of the Most High. "Let thy plenty supply thy neighbours' wants," Wesley urges in his sermon "On Worldly Folly." 25 Therefore, to stifle
this gracious movement from God to humanity through needless self-indulgence is
nothing less than robbing the poor. "Everything about thee which cost more than
Christian duty required thee to lay out is the blood of the poor!" 26
Third, Wesley acknowledged one last motivating factor, and it consisted, interestingly enough, in improving the spiritual life of those who ministered to the needy .
Thus, in the larger economic and soteriological environment of ministry to the poor ,
there are three not two principal agents for Wesley: God and the poor, of course, but
also those who served the poor. Indeed, Wesley's economic ethic is remarkably distinctive in that it expresses pastoral concern for the latter as well .
III. JOHN WESLEY'S VARIEGATED MINISTRY TO THE POOR
Though seldom noticed , Wesley in his writings, especially in his sermon corpus ,
employs the term "the poor" in two key ways . First of all, commenting on Matthew
5:1-4, he specifically rejects a mere economic reading of the term "the poor " as
found in "Happy are the poor in spirit for theirs is the kingdom of heaven ." 27 Indeed,
by means of this judgment, Wesley sought to reaffirm, once again and in a critical
way, the radical nature of human evil which cannot be utterly identified with the
particular sin of greed or with the acquisition of wealth. In fact , in his sermon "Upon
Our Lord 's Sermon on the Mount, Discourse the First, " produced in 1748, the
Methodist leader not only denies that the love of money is the root of all evil , but he
also indicates something of the Lord 's design in offering the Sermon on th e Mount.
Wesley writes :
This sense [an economic reading] of the expression 'poor in spirit ' will by no
means suit our Lord 's pr esent design , which is to lay a general foundation
wh ereon the whole fabric of Christianity may be built ; a design which would be
in no wise answer ed by guarding against one particular vice ; so that even if this
wer e suppos ed to be one part of his meaning , it could not possibl y be the
whol e. 28
Th e poor in spirit, then, th e blessed of the Lord , are all tho se of what ever out ward
circumstanc es who "have that disposition of heart which is th e first step to all real
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substantial happiness ."29 Poverty of spirit, in other words, entails lowliness in heart,
and it begins "where a sense of guilt and of the wrath of God ends; and is a continual
sense of our total dependence on him for every good thought or word or work. "30 In
short, not outward circumstances but inward dispositions define this first definition
of the poor, and, more importantly , these same dispositions constitute the general
foundation of all true religion. But Wesley, quite obviously, also employed this term,
secondly, in a largely economic way. To illustrate, in his sermon, "Dives and
Lazarus," produced in 1788, Wesley exclaims:
Hear this, all ye that are poor in this world. Ye that many times have not food to
eat or raiment to put on; ye that have not a place where to lay your head, unless
it be a cold garret, or a foul and damp cellar! Ye are now reduced to "solicit the
cold hand of charity." Yet lift up your load; it shall not always be thus. 31
Ever energetic in ministry, Wesley sought out those who lacked the necessities of
life: he visited them in their homes and preached to them in the fields. As a result, he
knew by firsthand experience how "devilishly false is that common objection, 'They
are poor, only because they are idle."' 32 Furthermore, Wesley's lifelong association
with the destitute resulted in his love, respect, and appreciation for these children of
God. In 1757, for instance, in a letter to Dorothy Furly, he exclaimed: "In most religious people there is so strange a mixture that I have seldom much confidence in
them. I love the poor; in many of them I find pure, genuine grace, unmixed with
paint, folly, and affection." 33 And a few years later, in 1765, Wesley once again
demonstrated his affection for the impoverished and wrote in his journal: "I preached
at Bath, but I had only the poor to hear, there being service at the same time in Lady
H[untingdon]'s chapel. So I was just in my element." 34
A. The Temporal Needs of the Poor

So concerned was Wesley with the plight of the poor that he sought to improve
their temporal condition through numerous ministries. Thus, in November 1740, for
instance, Wesley undertook a humble experiment which involved about a dozen
unemployed people, drawn from the Methodist societies, in the carding and spinning
of cotton .35 The next year , in 1741, greatly offended by the poverty within the United
Society itself, Wesley developed a systematic program to feed the hungry, clothe the
naked, employ the poor, and visit the sick. 36 In fact, according to Ward and
Heitzenrater, for over forty years "all the class-money in London, amounting to several hundred pounds a year, was distributed to the poor by the stewards." 37 Moreover,
these attempts to ameliorate the temporal condition of the needy, some more successful than others, were augmented in 1746 by the opening of a free dispensary to provide medical services 38 and by the institution of a lending-stock to offer cash to the
impoverished. And though at its inception the stock did not amount to more than
fifty pounds, it eventually served more than two hundred and fifty people .39
In light of the preceding material, it should be evident by now that a significant
portion of Wesley's benevolent activity actually took place not indiscriminately but
within the context of the Methodist societies themselves. In other words, lending
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stocks, dispensaries, collections and the like most often serviced those poor who were
already participating in some way in the institutional life of Methodism. 40 More to the
point, Wesley's sermons demonstrate a hierarchical order in meeting the temporal
needs of the poor which clearly privileges those in the church over those beyond its
walls . Thus, in assessing the proper distribution of goods beyond the real needs of
one's family Wesley counsels: "If when this is done there be an overplus left, then 'do
good to them that are of the household of faith.' If there be an overplus still, 'as you
have opportunity, do good unto all men.' "41 Not surprisingly, then, there are relatively few instances in either Wesley's Journal or his letters which chronicle acts of charity which are not somehow purposely related to a larger ecclesiastical and soteriological context.
Furthermore, Wesley's ever-present soteriological orientation is revealed not only
in his concern over the temporal needs of the poor, but it is also demonstrated, once
again, in his emphasis on the spiritual state of those who minister and in his critical
assessment of their ministerial labors. To illustrate, in his homily, "Upon Our Lord's
Sermon on the Mount, Discourse the Thirteenth," Wesley maintains that though
believers may do good to their neighbors by dealing bread to the hungry and by covering the naked, they still may have "no part in the glory which shall be revealed. "42
And he displays the reasoning behind this judgment in the following excerpt from
this same sermon: "For how far short is all this of that righteousness and true holiness
which he has described therein! How widely distant from that inward kingdom of
heaven, which is now opened in the believing soul! "43
Viewed from yet another perspective, Wesley affirms that before the love of God
and neighbor is established in the heart through faith in Jesus Christ all works of
piety and mercy are not good, technically speaking. And though the Methodist leader
was obviously unwilling to call works of charity done apart from justifying faith good ,
strictly speaking, he was equally unwilling to call them "splendid sins" as some of his
Calvinist friends were willing to do. 44 And, in a real sense, his doctrine of prevenient
grace explains such reluctance . But perhaps the clearest expression of the indissoluble
relationship between works of mercy and holy tempers is found in Wesley's sermon
"On Charity" which was written in 1784 . In this piece, for example, Wesley states:
"That all those who are zealous of good works would put them in their proper place!
Would not imagine they can supply the want of holy tempers, but take care that they
may spring from them ."45
So then Wesley endeavored to root his ministry to the poor not only in terms of a
"horizontal axis," corresponding to the scope of the various temporal needs of the less
fortunate , but also in terms of a "vertical axis" which plumbed the depths of motivation and purpose and thereby recognized the value of holy affections for those who
ministered. Simply put, dispensing wealth improved the spiritual state of the giver as
well as the temporal condition of the receiver. Hoarding wealth , on the other hand,
spoiled the spiritual state of the rich and left the temporal needs of the poor neglected. In fact, in his Notes on the New Testament Wesley reveals a symbiotic relationship
between the indigent and those who minister to them which operates under the larger
providence of God. Commenting on the continuing existence of the poor in Matthew
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26:11 "Ye have the poor always with you," Wesley exclaims, though perhaps somewhat insensitively: "Such is the wise and gracious providence of God, that we may
have always opportunities of relieving their wants, and so laying up for ourselves treasures in heaven. "46
B. The Spiritual Needs of the Poor
Though the descendants of the social gospel movement as well as some of the
modern progenitors of liberation theology have, at times, looked askance at the language of "saving souls" as an instance of theological obscurantism, such language
reverberates in the writings of John Wesley. At an early Methodist conference, for
instance, Wesley asked those assembled to consider what is the office of a Christian
minister? To which he and others replied: "To watch over souls, as he that must give
an account. "47 And when he detailed the responsibilities of a "Helper" shortly thereafter Wesley exclaimed, revealing much of his mission and purpose: "You have nothing to do but to save souls. Therefore spend and be spent in this work. "48
To be sure, this particular emphasis of the redemption of souls, far from being an
unusual or occasional one, continued throughout Wesley's life. Thus, in 1763, as he
considered the purpose or end towards which the church should be directed, he
wrote the following in his sermon "The Reformation of Manners":

This is the original design of the church of Christ. It is a body of men compacted together in order, first, to save each his own soul, then to assist each other in
working out their salvation, and afterwards, as far as in them lies, to save all
men from present and future misery, to overturn the kingdom of Satan, and set
up the kingdom of Christ. 49
Moreover , when John wrote to his brother Charles in 1772, ostensibly to consider
an aspect of the doctrine of Christian perfection, he reminded him, among other
things, that his business as well as his own was "to save souls." 50
In view of this emphasis, part of the good news to the poor according to Wesley
consists not only in the transformation of the Christian community such that, with
the holy tempers of love in place, the body of Christ is now impelled to share sacrificially to meet the temporal needs of the poor, but it also consists in the glorious
proclamation to the poor of the redemption of the inward person, that all people of
whatever rank and station in life can be renewed in spirit, that the deepest recesses of
the heart can be made anew. Indeed, in his sermon, "Salvation by Faith," preached at
St. Mary's Oxford in 1738, Wesley points out that "whosoever believeth on him shall
be saved ,"51 and, more importantly for the task at hand, he affirms in this same sermon that the poor themselves have a "peculiar right to have [this] gospel preached to
them ."52
This right to the gospel by the poor, however, is also matched by a need for the
gospel in terms of both its temporal and spiritual aspects. In other words, just as
Wesley was reluctant to draw an exact equation between the economic condition of
the rich and their soteriological status , so too was he reluctant to draw a similar equation in terms of the poor. That is, though the poor are often characterized by the
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graces of humility and patience, Wesley was well aware of the sins often peculiar to
this estate . To illustrate, in an early manuscript sermon, Wesley asks the question , "O
faith working by love, whither art thou fled"? To which he curtly replies : "among the
wealthy? No. The 'deceitfulness of riches ' there 'chokes the word .. .' Among the poor?
No. 'The cares of the world ' are there, 'so that it bringeth forth no fruit to perfection .' " 53 And much later , in 1784, the seasoned Wesley continued this theme and
observed how "the poor were overwhelmed with worldly care , so that the seed they
had received became unfruitful. "54 Beyond this, in his sermon "Spiritual Idolatry ,"
Wesley affirms that idolatry in the form of "the desire of the flesh " plagues not only
the rich, but the poor as well . "In this also 'the toe of the peasant...treads upon the
heel of the courtier .' Thousands in low as well as in high life sacrifice to this idol. "55
This leveling of all men and women as sinners, poor and non-poor , this universal
flavor of sin, actually resulted in the enhanced status of the poor within the Methodist
societies where rank and privilege, so valued by the world, counted for nothing . In
fact, to know oneself as a sinner, to desire "to flee the wrath which is to come " was
the only requirement for membership in a Methodist society-a characteristic of
Methodist life, by the way, often resented by the rich .56
C. Wesley's Valuation of Different Kinds of Ministry

One way of understanding the relation between holiness of heart and life and the
works of mercy which flow from it, especially as such works relate to ministry to the
poor , is found, once again, in the work of Theodore Jennings. Thus , for example , this
contemporary scholar sets up a means/end relationship and maintains that the love of
God reigning in the heart is a suitable means to works of charity and apparently to
the-yet-higher end of reform of the political order. "Wesley emphasizes inward trans formation, " Jennings maintains , "because he is so earnestly interested in outward
behavior. "57 Elsewhere in his writings, Jennings specifically links holiness to political
goals, that is, to the elimination of private property and to the establishment of communism . "Wesley supposes that the Methodist movement will produce not only a
spread of the gospel throughout the earth," he writes, "but also , and therefore, bring
in the communist society ."58 And though these political goals themselves are ques tionable, especially in light of recent events in Eastern Europe, the valuational structure into which they are placed is even more dubious. Is the satisfaction of the temporal needs of the poor, though important , the very highest goal , the telos , at which
Wesley aimed? Was political transformation really the end, the major purpose of the
eighteenth-century revival? Or is this modern reading of Wesley , in its attempt to be
relevant , actually reductionistic in that it entails the substitution of the penultimate
for what is truly ultimate?
Yet another way of reading Wesley , of construing the relationship between the love
of God reigning in the heart and all manner of good works (individual , political , social)
is to contend that the one endlessly leads to the other in a cyclical fashion. In other
words, in this interpretation , the love of God and neighbor issues in works of mercy
which in turn enhance the love of God and neighbor .59 Here each element is a means to
the other and the question of valuation , of an ultimate telos , is thereb y avoided.
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Though this second reading of Wesley is much more plausible than the first, it too
must be judged as inadequate simply because it cannot incorporate the kinds of value
judgments which Wesley did, after all, make in this area . For example, in his sermon,
"On Visiting the Sick," produced in 1786, Wesley advises his visitors in the following
fashion:
But it may not be amiss usually to begin with inquiring into their outward condition. You may ask whether they have the necessaries of life. Whether they
have sufficient food and raiment. If the weather be cold, whether they have
fuel. 60
But after this, Wesley asserts, the visitor is to proceed to things of greater value.
"These little labours of love," he writes, "will pave your way to things of greater
importance. Having shown that you [have] a regard for their bodies, you may proceed
to inquire concerning their souls." 61 Furthermore, Wesley repeats this judgment, no
doubt for emphasis, but this time he clearly displays what is the telos of all ministry:
"While you are eyes to the blind and feet to the lame, a husband to the widow and a
father to the fatherless , see that you still keep a higher end in view, even the saving of
souls from death, and that you labour to make all you say and do subservient to that
great end."62
Though these value judgments have seldom surfaced in the secondary literature,
they are by no means idiosyncratic but represent Wesley's own thinking throughout
his career. For example, much earlier, in 1748, Wesley had written concerning those
engaged in ministry that "He doth good, to the uttermost of his power, even to the
bodies of men .... How much more does he rejoice if he can do any good to the soul of
any man!" 63 And two years later Wesley continued this theme in his sermon "Upon
Our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, Discourse the Thirteenth" and wrote:
Over and above all this, are you zealous of good works? Do you, as you have
time, do good to all men? Do you feed the hungry and clothe the naked, and
visit the fatherless and widow in their affliction? Do you visit those that are
sick? Relieve them that are in prison? Is any a stranger and you take him in?
Friend , come up higher.... Does he enable you to bring sinners from darkness to
light, from the power of Satan unto God? 64
Two points are noteworthy in light of the preceding evidence : first, for Wesley at
least, a part of what it means to love your neighbor as yourself always involves the
exercise of both material gifts and spiritual talents; it entails the employment of all
those gifts and graces which will enhance the physical well being of the poor and their
spiritual character. Second, and perhaps more importantly, though the material needs
of the neighbor have chronological priority; they clearly do not have valuational priority in Wesley 's thought, 65 for their fulfillment prepares the way, to use Wesley's own
terminology , for things of greater importance.
But perhaps the most lucid expression of the goal of ministry as well as of its
accompan ying motivating factors in terms of the value and necessity of personal
inward transformation (spirituality) is found in the following selection from the ser-
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mon On Zeal, a sermon which epitomizes Wesley's thought in this area and which
provides insight into his ethical motivation and concern. Notice, for instance, what is
at the heart of this ethic and the consequences which flow from it . Wesley declares:
In a Christian believer love sits upon the throne, which is erected in the inmost
soul; namely , love of God and man, which fills the whole heart, and reigns without a rival. In a circle near the throne are all holy tempers: long-suffering , gentleness, meekness, goodness , fidelity, temperance-and
if any other is comprised
in "the mind which was in Christ Jesus ." In an exterior circle are all the works of
mercy, whether to the souls or bodies of men . By these we exercise all holy tempers; by these we continually improve them, so that all these are real means of
grace, although this is not commonly adverted to. Next to these are those that
are usually termed works of piety : reading and hearing the Word , public, family,
private prayer , receiving the Lord's Supper, fasting or abstinence . Lastly, that his
followers may the more effectually provoke one another to love, holy tempers ,
and good works, our blessed Lord has united them together in one-the church,
dispersed all over the earth; a little emblem of which, of the church universal,
we have in every particular Christian congregation. 66
In this sermon, then, it is as if Wesley has allowed us to peek into the throne room
of his entire theological and moral enterprise. 67 And on the throne sits not any politi cal ideology nor works of mercy, however noble or valuable they may be . No, love
itself sits on the throne, and next to it are all those holy tempers (holiness) described
earlier. And it is precisely only when these elements are in place , as both motivating
factors and as the highest goal of all ministry, that Wesley is then willing to consider
works of mercy , piety and the like . As noted earlier, "No outward works are acceptable to him [God] unless they spring from holy tempers,"68 he cautions . And again,
"That all those who are zealous of good works would put them in their proper place!
Would not imagine they can supply the want of holy tempers, but take care that they
may spring from them! "69 Therefore all those "dispositions of mind " like meekness,
gentleness and long-suffering, etc. , are not beside the point, a pious extravagance or
indulgence, but are "absolutely necessary ... for the enjoyment of present or future
holiness ."70 Indeed, they are nothing less than the lodestars of the moral life, the key
to Wesley's ethic.
CONCLUSION
It should be apparent by now that the soteriological orientation of John Wesley's
ministry to the poor is marked by three carefully drawn axes . First, Wesley's horizontal axis of ministry , directed towards the temporal needs of humanity , is more broadly
conceived than some and includes the principal agents of God , the poor , as well as
those who are engaged in service . Second , Wesley 's vertical axis of ministry is attentive not only to the proper spiritual motivation of those who minister to the poor ,
underscoring the crucial nature of right tempers , but it is also attentive to the spiritual
life of the poor themselves . Indeed , for Wesley , all people, poor and non-poor , young
and old, male and female , need to be ren ewed through faith in love . Third , th e
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Methodist leader's valuational axis, present in several of his later sermons, not only
assesses the worth of temporal and spiritual ministry, but it also places nothing other
than holy love at the center of things in terms of both motivation and purpose. Next
in importance, of course, are all those holy tempers of the human heart from which
flow works of mercy and works of piety. Indeed, for Wesley, only when this "inward"
work has begun is one ready for vigorous, redemptive service.
Viewed from another perspective, these three axes demonstrate the truly radical
nature of John Wesley's ministry to the poor in that he realized that the evils of economic injustice, though significant, were informed by more basic evils which had
their roots in the human heart. Accordingly, the greed of the rich, their taste for luxury and waste, could not be overcome simply by state fiat, nor by moralizing, but by a
transformation of the inward person as well .
Moreover, with respect to the poor themselves, Wesley was critical enough to realize that no group or class has a privileged soteriological status since all have fallen
short of the glory of God. Indeed, it was precisely on this basis of a universal need for
redemption, of a radical transformation of the human heart, that Wesley was able to
break out of the political strife and animosity so typical of his day to bring together
the poor and those who ministered to them in a larger, more inclusive circle of ministry, to foster mutual concern and affection among them as joint members of the
body of Christ, and ultimately to unite them in the broadest circle of love.
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